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addressing the human side oF big data 
Big data is an opportunity that is inspiring executives in every sector as they search for  
the important insights or competitive edge that is liberated by better information analysis 
and interpretation.

analysis of organisational databases, social networks, email feeds and geospatial data sourced from smartphones or 
sensors is allowing health practitioners to identify and corral disease outbreaks; providing better information to guide 
emergency services after a natural disaster; and delivering governments with better insight regarding citizen needs . 
banks and retailers meanwhile benefit by being able to predict what their customers want and to tailor products and 

services accordingly, while other sectors embrace the opportunity big data presents for growing revenue and reducing customer churn .

while the potential outcome of finer grained and more extensive analysis is receiving increasing attention, what is often overlooked are the 
talent issues associated with big data .

organisations know that there is great value to be leveraged from the volume, variety and velocity of modern data sources . but where do 
they identify and find the people that will allow them to manage, manipulate and, most importantly, exploit these fast-growing data reserves?

in this, the fourth year of hudson’s industry leaders series program, i am delighted to present our fresh insights and recommendations to 
help address the key people issues that organisations face as they grapple with big data .

hudson recently hosted a roundtable event which brought together executives from multiple sectors with a keen understanding of the skills, 
competencies and behaviours — the human capital element — needed to reap real value from big data .

this paper is intended to help enterprises identify the competencies needed to analyse, interpret and translate big data, delivering the 
predictive insights that can spur action and deliver business value . the overarching intent of this report is to help employers assess their 
current teams and identify which individuals can already fulfil a big data role; assess skills which need to be grown within the organisation 
through training; and discover what talents and capabilities will need to be acquired externally — and where to find them . 

the world economic Forum famously described data as ‘the new oil’ back in 2011 — and i share their enthusiasm regarding the potential of 
big data analysis . i hope that you find this paper thought-provoking . i encourage you to contact hudson to support you with your search for 
big data skills, to apply these same analytic lenses to your specific needs and to acquire specialised and hard-to-find talent .

Finally, my sincere thanks to all the executives who took part in our roundtable and contributed their expertise and knowledge to help us 
tackle the big data talent challenge .

Mark Steyn 
chief executive officer, hudson asia pacific

Foreword
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methodology

Hudson’s Industry Leaders Series paper, Tackling the Big Data Talent Challenge, aims to help organisations navigate 
the talent challenges presented when they construct teams equipped to leverage big data. It explores the process of 
sourcing the right talent needed to acquire, analyse, interpret and translate big data into predictive insights that spur 
action and lead to business value.

the paper draws on three main sources which have guided and informed the findings:

1. A literature review: much has been written about big data, its implications for enterprise in terms of the value it promises and the 
competitive edge it can deliver . there is also much writing of the challenges that organisations face as they seek to liberate value from 
big data . a review of contemporary literature revealed a gap in research on how organisations should address the human capital issues 
associated with big data .

2. An expert roundtable: a workshop brought together leading big data practitioners (listed below) to identify the key skills and 
competencies required for successful big data programs . participants acknowledged that organisations were at varying stages of 
maturity with regard to big data, with very few having a comprehensive strategy or skills base for big data exploitation . strategy will 
be organisation-dependent, but when it comes to finding skills for big data teams, competencies were identified as more predictive of 
success than professional degree, skills or experience . participants noted that a broad ecosystem of skills will be required, with seven 
distinct functions identified as core to big data analysis and utilisation . however, to fully liberate big data’s value, the big data analyst was 
identified as a lynchpin team member, and a skill which would be possibly the most difficult to find . 

Dr George Margelis, general manager australia — care innovations

Dr Paul Bracewell, general manager, insight & innovation — dun & 

bradstreet australia

Dr Rami Mukhtar, big data analytics project leader — ambiata, nicta

Evan Stubbs, chief analytics officer — sas australia

Lance Orsmond, Founder & managing director — mobillytics 

Mark Steyn, chief executive officer — hudson asia pacific

Martin Retschko, client services director — hudson australia

Michael Hendricks, Formerly group manager, marketing & business 

insights — sensis

Paul Baron, group manager online marketing — tourism victoria

Paul Burns, marketing consultant

Paul Ormonde-James, head of data, insight services capability & 

commercialisation — australia post

Professor Dineli Mather, head, school of information & business analytics 

— deakin university

Romesh Lokuge, general manager, business intelligence — nrma 

motoring & services

Simon Moylan, executive general manager, talent management —  

hudson asia pacific
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3. Hudson’s proprietary tools, methodologies and global database of assessed professionals: contemporary analysis of big 
data makes clear the business value that can be liberated by enterprises able successfully to capture, curate, analyse, and apply its 
insights if they can identify and secure the talent to support that process .

a. Business Attitudes Questionnaire®: big data practitioners were asked to complete a baQ® for a big data analyst . the 
responses to this assessment identified the key attributes required from a person in this role .

b. Profile Development: based on hudson’s 5+1 competency model ™ and the baQ® assessment, and supported by consultation 
with the research methods and analytics linkedin special interest group (which has 12,131 members), hudson created a profile 
which defines a big data analyst .

c. R&D analysis: hudson’s europe-based research and development team mapped the big data analyst profile against its global 
database of assessed professionals .

big data skills blueprint
the insight that this process afforded has informed a series of recommendations intended as a blueprint for organisations embarking on a big 
data program, or seeking to grow or enhance the skills base they currently have in this area . the recommendations and approach set out in this 
paper are intended to help enterprises navigate the skills shortage in this area and liberate the sustainable competitive advantage which big 
data promises .

methodology

From left to right: Dr Paul Bracewell, Paul Burns, Michael Hendricks, Dr Rami Mukhtar, Lance Orsmond, Martin Retschko

4
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the data dilemma 
In less time than it takes to read this report, 10 exabytes of fresh data will have been generated globally: data contained 
in smartphone texts, audio files, videos, emails, reports, spreadsheets, social media comments, global positioning 
systems, uploaded photos, machine-to-machine communications, call centre conversations and sensor readings.1

introduction

the world economic Forum declared in 
2011 that data was the ‘new oil’ from which 
great value can be extracted .2 mckinsey & 
co meanwhile has forecast that a retailer 
able to fully exploit all the data available 
to it might expect a 60 per cent margin 
improvement as it served customers more 
effectively, swiftly and accurately .3

enterprises are harnessing big data to 
enhance and simplify decision-making, 
thanks to the better understanding 
they glean about customers, products, 
campaigns, operations, markets and 
competitors . big data can help identify new 
revenue streams by spotting patterns in data 
pointing to emerging business opportunities, 
and buoy existing customer relationships 
and loyalty through the much finer-grained 
understanding of individual customer 
preferences and behaviour .

big data also has internal implications, 
allowing organisations to boost productivity 
thanks to its ability to interpret, even predict, 
employee or supplier behaviour while it can 
also identify opportunities for cost reduction 
in the supply or service chain .

while the retail sector is an acknowledged 
leader in the data-exploitation field, 
sectors including energy and resources, 
financial services, government, healthcare, 
technology, telecommunications, media and 
entertainment are fast followers . all these 
enterprises are deluged with unprecedented 
levels of data and keen to tap it for value . in 
response, they are now hiring skilled data 
scientists to collate and interpret the data  
to reveal what customers are doing now and 
what they might do in the imminent future . 

they are also reading the data to provide 
insights about staff and competitors and to 
gauge the sentiment of consumers or voters .4 

grappling with this, one in five of the leading 
global 1,000 organisations is expected 
to have a strategic focus on information 
infrastructure by 2015 as they seek to 
extract big data’s new oil .5

developing a big data strategy provides 
a focus on generating insight from data, 
commercialising it and doing something 
with it to drive competitive advantage .  
it can positively impact the bottom line 
through improvements in products and 
services, more focused and personalised 
customer delivery, and new efficiencies  
in processes which lead to streamlining  
and cost-saving projects .

“big data, in my opinion, is purely a new brand 
For having too much inFormation and not 
knowing how to exploit and create competitive 
advantage out oF it, as simple as that .”  
lance orsmond — mobillytics
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the challenge of harnessing big data and 
the need to develop a clear focus was 
highlighted by Evan Stubbs, chief analytics 
officer at sas australia . 

“the problem is that if you look at big data from 

a broader scale, insight is rarely value-creating, 

it’s actually more often value-destroying . 

when you’re drowning in data and you just 

generate more data, all you do is create more 

and more questions . it’s all about the intent of 

what you’re going to do with that insight . the 

fundamental shift that’s happening is around 

the focus — and that’s why business intelligence 

is a term that carries baggage . it’s not so much 

about generating insight, whether you call it 

analytics or business intelligence . it’s about 

having a focus on taking that insight and doing 

something with it . that’s a big shift . that has not 

been a major focus of the last 20 years at least .” 

with so much at stake, enterprises of all 
scales are now tackling the issue of who will 
drive this new and important field . what they 
are seeking is a new breed of analytical talent . 

businesses need teams — or highly flexible 
individuals — able to blend the deep 
technical expertise required to manage 
and manipulate large volumes of structured 
and unstructured data, with an extensive 
understanding of the business and the 
sector in which it operates . 

a telco may benefit from analysing the 
sentiment of social media, perhaps 
uncovering disquiet among users of one 
of its services, allowing it to fix a problem 
before it leads to customers abandoning 
the telco for a rival provider with a better 
service . a retailer might analyse location 
data from smartphone applications to 
identify customers with particular purchasing 
patterns, and then send them a discount 
coupon as they approach a store . a bank 
may trawl transaction data to identify 
patterns which are predictive of a potential 
loan default, and then use that insight to 
contact the client in advance to offer a 
revised repayments plan .

“we know about the customer . we know where 

they are, we know their buying preferences . a 

lot of data is captured . how do we marry all that 

data together to then deliver something that’s 

meaningful to that customer?” 

Paul Burns, marketing consultant

introduction

“i see business intelligence as an emerging 
discipline that creates value For an 
organisation: sustainable value which could 
help grow revenue, reduce costs, improve 
the company brand, improve the customer 
experience and liFt employee engagement .”  
romesh lokuge — nrma motoring & services

Paul Burns
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Few organisations are yet to have a fully 
fledged skills strategy to support the 
exploitation of big data nor have they 
determined how to nurture the skills 
ecosystem required . the talent and skills 
base required is broad and deep, covering 
issues as diverse as privacy, technology, 
security, intellectual property, liability and 
even the ethics of data exploitation .

teams will be needed to tackle data 
collection, curation, analysis and exploitation . 
and while chief information officers have 
been the traditional custodians of corporate 
data, increasingly it is sales and marketing 
departments which are driving the big 
data juggernaut . gartner predicts that 
by 2017 the chief marketing officer will 
spend more on it than the cio .6 a survey 
released in july by idc found that australian 
organisations are tackling big data initiatives 
on a line-of-business — rather than 
corporate-wide — approach .7 

this is necessarily spurring surging demand 
for big data skills .

gartner believes that, by 2015, 4 .4 million 
jobs directly related to big data will be 
created globally — with each of those 
creating employment for three more people 
outside of it . it warns, however, that only a 
third of those positions can be filled given 
the current global academic pipeline .8 

mckinsey meanwhile estimates the us 
alone will by 2018 face a shortfall of up to 
190,000 data scientists with deep technical 
skills and a further 1 .5 million-person skills 
gap when it comes to finding managers able 
to exploit the data insights .9

by some estimates, demand for big data skills 
will rise 18 per cent per year until 2017 .10

this presages a skills crisis of 
unprecedented proportions .

“when i recruit i don’t look for the smartest 

phd i can get . i actually need a different set of 

skills: i need people that can work in a rapidly 

changing environment, can think on their 

feet, are innovative, and can think outside the 

box . it’s no good copying ideas . it doesn’t get 

you the leap frog you need for competitive 

advantage . [i need] people that are not only 

numerically competent but can discuss, reason, 

talk and communicate .”

Paul Ormonde-James, australia post

so the question is — how do we find people 
who can blend their deep technical expertise, 
their business and analytical skills and 
their understanding of the market and the 
customer? how do you get those skills that 
can manage, manipulate and exploit these 
massively growing data reserves?

this is the challenge facing the vast majority 
of organisations, here in australia and new 
Zealand, and around the world .

“when i recruit i need people that can work in 
a rapidly changing environment, and can think 
on their Feet, are innovative, can think outside 
the box .” paul ormonde-james — australia post
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“ThaT’s where The people kick in… The inTelligence 
is only going To be of value if someone acTually 
acTions iT. iT is a Tool for decision making. unless 
you’ve acTually goT a personaliTy who is willing 
To make a decision you can give Them as much daTa 
as you like — They could be siTTing on gigabyTes of 
daTa. wiThouT an acTion iT’s jusT background noise.” 
dr george margelis — care innovations

8
From left to right: Romesh Lokuge, Professor Dineli Mather, Paul Baron, Dr George Margelis, Beverley Head, Mark Steyn, Simon Moylan, Paul Ormonde-James, Evan Stubbs, Dr Paul Bracewell, Paul Burns
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Unlocking value from a tsunami of data — be it human or machine-generated — is the challenge facing organisations. 
For banks it is about a finer grained understanding of the customer base and recommending cross-sell products; for 
healthcare professionals it’s about understanding how to best treat a patient by analysing similar cohorts elsewhere; for 
retailers it’s about positioning products or offering highly targeted discounts to drive revenues; for marketers in every 
business it is about extreme segmentation to ensure that marketing dollars are well directed and engender loyalty.

to explore the issue further and understand 
the extent of the related skills challenge, 
hudson gathered together 11 experts 
across a wide range of industries and 
backgrounds to explore how leaders in the 
field are tackling the big data challenge . 

this group made clear that, in some 
instances, big data’s focus is just about doing 
things better — but the flow-on benefits of 
that can be significant . they also stressed 
that data analysis and interpretation must 
be performed sensitively or risk a breach of 
trust between consumer and supplier . where 
big data analysis is applied to deliver genuine 
value to the customer, it will almost inevitably 
deliver value to the organisation . where 
this is handled clumsily or thoughtlessly, 
customers may feel that their supplier has 
breached their trust, which can undermine 
the client-supplier relationship .

big data analysis can also help establish 
virtuous information loops where better 
understanding of the customer feeds into 
front end marketing and corporate decision-
making . this relies on not just in-house data 
collections, but also insights from social 

networks, location data from mobile devices 
and third party information services .

judicious application of big data analytics 
can starkly differentiate outcomes and 
generate sustainable competitive advantage . 
some early attempts at big data analysis 
were described by roundtable participants  
as being akin to attempting to “drink from 
a fire hose” . organisations need instead to 
have a very clear view when embarking on 
big data initiatives regarding what they are 
trying to achieve, rather than just embrace  
a scattergun ‘analyse all data’ approach .

“that’s where the people kick in… the 

intelligence is only going to be of value if 

someone actually actions it . it is a tool for 

decision making . unless you’ve actually got a 

personality who is willing to make a decision 

you can give them as much data as you like 

— they could be sitting on gigabytes of data . 

without an action it’s just background noise .”

Dr George Margelis, care innovations

participants also noted that the most 
important objective for any big data project 
was to actually do something with the insight 
obtained from analysis . 

To be successful, organisations must:

 | ensure they are capturing the right data;

 | discover relationships or patterns in data 
that directly match the strategic intent of 
what the business is trying to achieve — 
and this needs to be done at high speed; 

 | provide some form of insight 
visualisation to quickly convey the 
finding and make decisions;

 | drive a change management program to 
ensure that everyone knows the insights 
are available and must be used;

 | measure the impact of the insight to 
ensure that the big data analysis being 
performed is actually delivering value 
and isn’t just a noisy distraction;

 | manage the technical challenges 
associated with blending quantitative 
and qualitative data, performing analysis, 
and collecting and curating data banks;

 | communicate the benefits of big data to 
the business;  

 | manage the unexpected .

leveraging big data

“knowing something is nowhere near as 
valuable as doing something about it .”  
mark steyn — hudson
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organisation case in point:  
BAnkS BUy In TO BIG DATA

technology company infosys polled 5,000 
consumers in five countries earlier this 
yeara — 1,000 of them in australia — and 
found that:

 > 88 per cent of Australians want their 
banks to analyse transaction data for 
security purposes 

 > 54 per cent would be happy to see 
their data used to offer tailored 
financial products and services 

 > 51 per cent are comfortable with 
the idea of banks tapping social 
media and emails if it means they 
get better service. 

Banks collect enormous reservoirs of data about their customers, and are increasingly smart about using it.  
Their customers are also growing more comfortable with the notion.

it should come as no surprise that the banks 
are keen on big data given its promise 
of better product development, improved 
cross-sell and reduced customer churn . 
one of the most public in its intent is the 
AnZ, which was one of the first financial 
service providers in the world to sign up for 
ibm’s watson engagement advisor .b the 
bank plans to use the service initially in its 
wealth management division as a cognitive 
assistant able to make sense of big data and 
support regional bank staff as they speak 
with customers .

in the future, ibm envisages banks using 
watson to allow consumers to type a query 
into a smartphone app to guide them through 
relatively complex financial processes, such 
as applying for a mortgage .

the Commonwealth Bank has meanwhile 
foreshadowed a private social networkc 
which will allow its customers to share 
banking information and glean financial 
insights . the social network will be 
accessible from pcs, smartphones and 
via the bank’s Facebook page, and bring 
together customers and bankers — but also 
provide a rich seam of data that the bank 
can slice and dice .

taking another approach, UBank, the 
online-only arm of nab, has meshed its 
anonymised transaction data with the latest 
census data creating an online demographic 
tool called people like ud, intended to 
engage clients by allowing them to compare 
their spending patterns with those of a 
similar cohort .

sources

a Consumers want banks to use big data, just don’t access their social profile: Report 2013, cmo, <http://www .cmo .com .au/article/465904/consumers_want_banks_use_big_data_ just_don_t_
access_their_social_profile_report/> .

b IBM touts super computer Watson as future of business; ANZ bank signs up 2013, abc news, <http://www .abc .net .au/news/2013-06-25/ibm-touts-super-computer-as-future-of-
business/4780054> .

c Commonwealth Bank Media Release, 11. 6. 2013, commonwealth bank of australia .

d UBank unveils spending comparison tool 2012, it news, <http://www .itnews .com .au/news/322314,ubank-unveils-spending-comparison-tool .aspx> .

http://www.smo.com.au/article/465904/consumers_want_banks_use_big_data_just_don_t_access_their_social_profile_report/
http://www.smo.com.au/article/465904/consumers_want_banks_use_big_data_just_don_t_access_their_social_profile_report/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-06-25/ibm-touts-super-computer-as-future-of-business/4780054
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-06-25/ibm-touts-super-computer-as-future-of-business/4780054
http://www.itnews.com.au/News/322314,ubank-unveils-spending-comparison-tool.aspx
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tackling the people challenge

in july 2013, industry analyst idc 
released a report which found that those 
organisations making most progress with 
big data were often approaching it from 
a line-of-business vantage point, often 
with the support of the chief financial 
officer and chief marketing officer rather 
than the chief information officer .11 this 
approach allows executives and managers 
with a clear understanding of the needs 
at a business’s coal face to give careful 
consideration to how their organisations 
could benefit from more data transparency 
— knowing more about customers, the 
environment, the competitive landscape, 
and having faster insights about trading 
trends . this is the promise of big data .

First, however, organisations need to find 
the skills which will allow them to address 
the technical complexity associated with 
gathering data — both quantitative and 
qualitative, curating it, and most importantly 
exploiting it .

technical skills are critical of course — 
but cannot be isolated from the broader 
business understanding .

what perplexes many organisations is clearly 
identifying the human capital characteristics 
needed to understand the technical subtleties 
associated with big data and still liberate 
the value in the data for both consumer and 
enterprise, leaving the trust intact .

roundtable participants noted that 
placement of these people within the 
organisation will differ according to the 
needs and nature of the enterprise which 
employs them . however, all were keen 
to explore the broader competencies, 
behaviours, skills and motivational drivers 
required to allow organisations to properly 
capitalise on big data .

“the challenge is converting technical 

concepts into practical interpretations for a lay 

audience . this is a talent . i’ve had success in 

finding this skill with sport statisticians; they 

have to explain ideas to a coach who may not 

have a strong grasp of analytics concepts . they 

become adept at working through a problem in 

depth, understanding what it means and then 

successfully distilling analytical insight into a 

practical interpretation .”

Dr Paul Bracewell, dun & bradstreet

Organisations must shift their main focus from acquiring and storing data to turning it into actionable insights that 
lead to business value. But who should drive these initiatives?

“it’s really about Finding the shortest steel 
thread that’s going to get you right From the 
data assets to the actual business value . to do 
that you need to be able to solve problems in 
every space .” dr rami mukhtar — nicta
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successful big data initiatives aren’t about 
hiring the smartest phd — they are about 
finding people who can work in a rapidly 
changing environment, can think on their feet, 
are innovative and can think outside the box 
to achieve a significant benefit . there are no 
maps to guide big data teams — very often 
they are presented by the business with a 
problem and asked, “what would you do here?”

a fair degree of pragmatism is required — 
roundtable participants agreed that there 
was little value in over-analysing data simply 
because it was there and analysis was 
possible . the most successful practitioners 
think through the issue, consider the data 
that might be available and then analyse it to 
give just enough, and just the right amount 
of information at just the right time to allow 
the business to act and secure a benefit .

as Professor Dineli Mather, head of 
information & business analytics at deakin 
university put it: 

“a business analyst in the traditional sense 

looks at a business problem and tries to 

find the information required to solve the 

problem . but now you’re looking for someone 

who sees opportunity in information — 

someone who is able to essentially look 

at organisational strategy or a problem 

and say, “how do i go back? how do i find 

the relevant bits and pieces that actually 

influence that? what can i change, what  

can’t i change, what should i collect?” it’s 

being able to break down a macro level 

problem into the constituent parts .”

tackling the people challenge

“i Find that the best people i’ve had in big 
data roles understand kpis, are Focused on 
the numbers and where the organisation is 
going . those analysts that can set goals, do 
perFormance measurement and buy into the 
strategy oF a large organisation are the ones 
you need .” michael hendricks

Professor Dineli Mather
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It will be a rare organisation that has the luxury of building a big data team from scratch. More often, initial big data 
forays will be handled by an existing team of staff selected for their approximate amalgam of required competencies. 

Roundtable participants agreed that 
any successful big data specialist and 
big data team needs a composite blend 
of competencies comprising analytical, 
business and IT skills. Technical skills are 
increasingly considered as table-stakes 
which can be swiftly updated, while specific 
competencies and personality traits 
are generally rated far more highly. The 
discussions pointed to the requirement for 
the following seven distinct functions:

BUILDING THE BIG DATA FUNCTION

Problem solving — Analytical ETL responding to business requirements, responding to 
ad hoc business queries and producing easily accessible hence applicable insights. Able 
to standardise analytical data and encourage automation.

Big data analysis4

Analysing — Operational ETL (extract, transform, load) capabilities — skills in 
standardised and operational reporting. Developing and maintaining predictive models.

Data management2

Process driven — Drive economies of scale through process and standardisation  
of analytics.

Big data project management5

Conceptualising — Able to capture, measure and test values, and communicate that 
back to the business and process.

Campaign assessment7

Communication — Business liaison skills to translate insights into operational execution.

Campaign management6

Visionary — Able to drive change and lead the program. Also charged with ensuring  
value creation and interfacing with management.

Big data program leadership1

Competent — Business level experience and acumen to ensure the relevance of insight.

Domain expertise3

Michael Hendricks
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building the big data Function

role core Focus likely 
background value provided

1. Analytics Team 
Lead

lead the team and define 
strategic direction .

analytics 
management

ensure value creation and 
interface with management .

2. Advanced 
Analytics Modeler

develop and maintain 
predictive models .

statistics, 
business analytics

deliver insight through 
predictive models .

3. Ad Hoc Analytics 
Analyst

respond to ad hoc queries 
from the business . reporting assist the business with 

ongoing insight .

4. Domain Expert provide business-level 
experience and acumen . business ensure relevancy of insight .

5. Data Steward standardise analytical data 
and encourage automation .

data modeling, 
data warehousing

minimise data management 
overhead .

6. Analytics Process 
Designer

create and enforce 
reusable and common 
processes .

management 
consulting

increase repeatability and 
reduce execution time .

7. Monitoring/
Validation Analyst

establish and enforce 
common measures within 
the measurement platform .

performance 
management or 
finance business 
analytics

measure value and  
optimise focus .

8. Deployment 
Specialist

ensure fast and robust 
model deployment . data warehousing reduce time to market and 

interface with it .

“there is a general lack oF skills and Focus — 
it’s certainly hard to Find the right skills in the 
market across all aspects .”  
evan stubbs  — sas australia

it may be that in some organisations these 
functions are shared among a smaller team 
— but the required competencies remain the 
same . according to Evan Stubbs from sas 
australia, the functions are performed ideally 

because big data analysis is a new area, 
there is an acute shortage of seasoned skills 
to draw from . one australian retailer (refer 
to ‘organisation case in point’, page 16) has 
imported almost all its data analysts from the 
uk . in addition, enterprises are increasingly 
looking for very new capabilities — for 
example, social media analysis — which 
is causing many to look outside the usual 
supply network for skills .

by an analytics team able to perform eight 
disparate roles . stubbs identifies the core 
focus of each role, the location where such 
talents may be found and the value they 
deliver to the organisation thus:

Evan Stubbs
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it’s not the first time enterprises have 
widened their net in the quest for talent . in 
the 1980s, businesses looking for analyst 
programmers at a time when computer 
programming was a new field and skills 
were in short supply, found a ready source 
of the competencies and personality traits 
among university students who had studied 
ancient languages rather than computing . 
these students’ logic and ability to deal 
with new concepts lent them to becoming 
extraordinarily adept analyst programmers . 

roundtable participants — who themselves 
hail from extremely disparate backgrounds 
— reported similar success in transforming 
sports statisticians and electronic engineers 
into big data analysts because they had the 
right competencies rather than necessarily 
any direct experience .

they acknowledged that many organisations 
remain perplexed about exactly how 
to construct a team with the required 
competencies, or identify and test 
candidates for roles . big data analysis 
is highly nuanced and requires discrete 
competencies — simply hiring someone with 
hadoop experience is no guarantee of any 
sort of success .

the big data analysis function is possibly the 
newest, and most challenging, of the skills 
matrix required to forge a big data team . 
roundtable participants acknowledged 
that big data analysis required a blend of 
technical analytical capability, along with 
business-side interpretation . put simply, 
without big data analysis capability, a big 
data team could not deliver .

yet the journeys that professionals will make 
to become big data specialists will be wide 
and varied . just as there is no single right 
way to crunch big data — each organisation 
requires a domain-specific and nuanced 
approach — there is no single right career 
path for big data specialists . 

organisations which successfully implement 
big data programs will appreciate the wide 
range of career trajectories which can lead 
to success in the field . they also understand 
the need to employ sophisticated tools and 
approaches to first identify and then find the 
personal competencies and traits needed in 
effective big data teams .

15Paul Burns
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organisation case in point:  
RETAILER GROwS REVEnUES wITH RIGHT SkILLS MIx

after beginning two years ago with a team 
of just two people, the organisation has 
now assembled a team of seven, under 
the stewardship of the chief financial 
officer . specialty Fashion group is led by 
a customer insight manager, with three 
people to manage the database and three 
to perform analytics and interrogate data 
associated with 180 million separate 
customer interactions each year . most of the 
team has been sourced from the uk — but 
the rewards justify the investment in talent .a

Retailers, financial services providers and telecommunications companies are among the earliest adopters of big data 
analysis. These firms see the potential of big data to drive revenues, refine products, cross-sell and reduce churn. For 
Specialty Fashion Group, the benefits have been significant — but it had to scour the globe to find the right skills mix.

the retailer has compiled a database of 
2.8 million customer emails which can 
be used for targeted marketing campaigns . 
understanding the buying preferences 
of each customer has allowed the 
organisation to develop highly focused 
marketing campaigns which are credited 
with delivering a 3 per cent increase in 
sales. individual marketing campaigns 
are credited with delivering returns on 
investment measured in thousands of 
percentage points .

over the two years that the company has 
been running the data analysis program, 
the proportion of its business coming from 
the 2 .8 million customers it engages with 
directly has risen from 30 per cent to 50 
per cent.B 

sources

a How Specialty Fashion Group uses data to sell more than clothes 2013, brw, <http://www .brw .com .au/p/tech-gadgets/how_specialty_fashion_group_than_lghg0iupxwcvjdF941jlFm> .

b Rich pickings lurk in retail data 2013, istart, <http://www .istart .com .au/index/hm20/al211017/ar214682> .

http://www.istart.com.au/index/HM20/AL211017/AR214682
http://www.brw.com.au/p/tech-gadgets/how_specialty_fashion_group_than_LGHg0IUpXWCvjDF941jiFM


“AnAlytics skills Are sought Across every 
industry sector — so we Are tAking students 
from All disciplines into our mAsters course. 
we’ve got people coming from the heAlth sector, 
finAnce, it, educAtion; ultimAtely it’s About how 
you use the insights hidden in the informAtion to 
generAte A vAlue-Add for the orgAnisAtion.” 
proFessor dineli mather — deakin university

17

Professor Dineli Mather Mark Steyn



“medicine has been embroiled in big data for years . we’re 
now in a position where we’re actually starting to use big data 
for personalised health care and that’s really where my area 
of interest is: how we take data and actually make decisions 

around individuals . it’s all about the actions of the data, not just having the 
data, and hopefully we’ll learn something out of this .”

The group of 11 roundtable participants themselves hail from a diverse range of backgrounds, some emerging from 
accountancy, others from mathematics, marketing, project management and even robotics. what they all share 
is a keen understanding of the value that lurks in big data collection, methods for analysing that data, and the 
determination to liberate business insight and drive business value through a better understanding of big data.

The journeys which have brought six roundtable participants to big data illustrate both the breadth of talent sources 
for big data, and the clear focus required to deliver business value.
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BIG DATA

Risk & commercial
management

Mathematics &
operations research

Project
management

Robotics &
artificial intelligence

Optometrist

Commerce &
marketing

Analytics

Database
marketing

Risk
management

Hospital 
administrator

Software
company CEO

Consulting 
& IT

Finance &
strategy MBA

MarketingPostgraduate
law

 Academia

Strategy &
business planning

Accountant

Focused on bottom line
“the people here have multiple backgrounds — you have 
technology, you have finance, you have marketing… i think the trick 
is actually how do you make some money out of this, because if you 
can’t make any money out of this why are you doing it?”

Paul Ormonde-James,  
head of data, insight services capability and commercialisation — australia post

innovations in health care

Dr George Margelis, general manager — care innovations

consumer Finance insights
“i worked for citibank, which has a global function called decision 
management . i reported to the local ceo . so my peer was the business 
unit head for the consumer finance business of the retail banking 
business, and i sat around that table .”

Michael Hendricks, marketing & customer analytics expert

journeys to big data
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BIG DATA

Risk & commercial
management
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operations research
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law
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business planning

Accountant

integral to business intelligence
“i’m keen on redefining business intelligence (bi) . bi has traditionally been within it . i 
think it’s evolving into a different space today, aligned more closely with strategy and the 
business . i see bi as the big umbrella, and capabilities such as analytics, big data, research 
and measuring performance are the ‘how’ you create business intelligence .”

Romesh Lokuge, general manager — nrma motoring services

Fostering a passion For data
“For many years we have been teaching business statistics to 
students undertaking business courses like the bachelor of 
commerce, master of commerce and the mba, and we always 
try to focus our teaching on the value-add of information-

driven decision making . i’m interested in the data but i’m more interested in 
knowing how you get a return on investment from the data .”

Professor Dineli Mather,  
head of school of information & business analytics — deakin university

creative streak essential
“i imagine this role as requiring something of an artist and a scientist at the 
same time . people who are very creative… might be slightly imperfect in the 
way they work in the organisation, but you can really get a lot from their ideas .”

Paul Baron, group manager, online marketing — tourism victoria
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situation overview
Finding the right skills for any role is a 
complex science: relying on technical skills 
does not guarantee a good cultural fit, while 
sectoral experience is no guarantee of 
future success . Finding the right skills and 
competencies in a previously uncharted area 
such as big data, an area which is forecast 
to endure protracted and global skills 
shortages, is even more challenging . this 
is no simple ‘advertise a role and they will 
come’ proposition .

compounding the challenge is the fact 
that there are no settled job titles that 
organisations can rely upon . job titles such 
as “data scientist”, “analytics lead” and “bi 
specialist” are necessary approximations 
of the complex matrix of competencies 
required for effective big data programs . 

roundtable participants agreed that the 
lynchpin in the big data skills matrix is the 
role which could be described as the “big 
data analyst” . the functional requirements 
of this role were defined as “analytical 
etl responding to business requirements; 
response to ad hoc business queries; able 
to produce accessible and easily applicable  
insights; able to standardise analytical data 
and encourage automation .” 

organisations are expected to find this one 
of the most challenging roles to source . but 
the role is critical to the big data process, 
and organisations will require a sustainable 
pipeline of talent supply as big data 
initiatives roll through an organisation’s lines 
of business . 

in this case study hudson has applied 
its talent framework (outlined in the 
methodology section, page 4) to identify 
the inherent capabilities sought in a big 
data analyst . 

apart from defining the essential qualities 
of big data analysts, the market continues 
to discuss technical frameworks for big data 
analysis . hadoop remains a frontrunner 
although other tools gaining a foothold 
include mapreduce, nosQl, mongo db, 
hdFs (hadoop distributed File system), 
apache hbase, hive, pig and Zookeeper . 
programming capability in sas, ibm’s 
spss and the free statistical computing 
environment, r, are prized in some quarters 
as are scripting languages such as python, 
perl, bash and awk .

skills and technical knowledge are important, 
but they remain table stakes . it is individuals’ 
competencies and capabilities which will 
drive genuine sustained performance in the 
big data arena . hudson’s talent framework 
allows organisations to identify potential new 
streams of talent for big data programs that 
may not be immediately obvious in a skills-
constrained market .

most organisations will have to hire new 
talent to take on big data roles, while some 
may also seek to deploy existing personnel 
into emerging big data roles . hudson’s talent 
framework can be used to screen existing or 
incoming staff for the right mix of talents to 
be successful as a big data analyst .

case study:  
seeking a big data analyst

Martin Retschko
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approach
hudson works with organisations to help 
with the ongoing review of talent pipelines, 
organisational structures and the way 
companies assess talent . we have identified 
the typical attributes of high performing 
individuals and help organisations to recruit 
against those attributes to assure  
a robust recruitment process .

hiring people with the right motivation, 
attitude and cultural fit is a key part of 
delivering long-term high performers . the 
roundtable participants also cited it as the 
crucial difference between filling a vacancy 
and truly evaluating candidates to pinpoint 
high performers for long term benefit . many 
of them have identified the importance of 
core performance drivers which go beyond 
the purely technical skills required to get 
the job done .

hudson’s performance driver model™ 
helps employers understand the 
following three foundations of individual 
performance . this explores:

“know how” describes the technical skills 
and experience required to perform in a role . 
this is where traditional selection processes 
end, leaving crucial questions relating to 
“can do” and “want to” unanswered .

“Can do” describes how someone must 
behave to be successful . a thorough 
selection process will use behavioural 
assessment techniques such as 
psychometric testing and assessment 
centres to determine whether a candidate 
has the competencies identified for 
successful performance in the role .

“want to” examines the motivation and 
career fit of a candidate, giving employers a 
more comprehensive understanding of their 
contribution and commitment . it captures 
whether a candidate will engage in the role, 
work hard, apply discretionary effort and be 
retained for a longer period .

a robust interview process meanwhile will 
examine a candidate’s interests, aptitude 
and experience to determine their overall 
career objectives . the focus on motivational 
and career fit helps select candidates with 
the best chance of enjoying the role and 
succeeding as high performers .

this framework has been used to illustrate 
the approach taken to define, assess and 
source talent for the big data analyst role . 

categories measures

know how technical skills

experience

can do competency

attributes

want to career fit

motivation

eFFec
tiven

ess

low indicator oF 
perFormance

high indicator oF 
perFormance

c
u

r
r

en
t 

Fo
c

u
s

hudson perFormance driver model™
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step 1: identiFication oF the 
technical skills reQuired by  
a big data analyst
big data analysts need to manage the volume, 
variety and velocity of big data . this requires 
them to collect and manage access to data 
stores, curate content, and orchestrate access 
to third party services, delivering sentiment 
and social network analysis among other 
outcomes . they may need to demonstrate 
competence using technical frameworks such 
as hadoop, mapreduce or nosQl along 
with programming capability . statistical and 
mathematical capabilities will resonate, as will 
capability in data visualisation .

step 2: competency modelling 
and psychometric evaluation 
hudson’s talent solutions are utilised to identify 
the competencies and traits required for 
particular roles, and then test candidates’ ability 
to deliver against that need . these proprietary 
tools and methodologies could be applied for 
any of the big data functions identified earlier in 
this paper . For demonstration purposes, and with 
the big data analyst identified as the lynchpin 
role in any big data team, roundtable participants 
were asked to use hudson’s 5+1 competency 
model™ and then to complete a business 
attitudes Questionnaire® to identify both the 
competencies and personalities that big data 
analysts should display .

using the 5+1 competency model™ roundtable 
participants identified the eight most important 
competencies for a big data analyst as follows:

case study:  
seeking a big data analyst

rank competency

1 Business Understanding — determining and understanding strategy parameters with the aim of optimising processes throughout the organisation . 
looking at things from a broad perspective, across departments, and keeping up to date with changes in the market to stay ahead of competitors .

2 Problem Solving — responding to and controlling unexpected situations by evaluating possible solutions based on experience and knowledge, 
and by taking the initiative to implement the best solution .

3 Communicating — conveying information and opinions correctly in a structured manner — verbally as well as in writing — in accordance with 
strict rules and procedures . reporting data and incidents .

4 Analysing — gaining insight into cause and effect relationships by assessing the available information in a critical and rational manner, and by 
differentiating the essential from the incidental .

5 Influencing — reaching goals by making a good impression, getting others to accept ideas by using convincing arguments, creating win-win 
situations and responding efficiently to one’s discussion partners or audience .

6 Conceptualising — developing abstract concepts by thinking globally about values, systems and processes and translating these concepts into 
specific advice and original workable solutions .

7 Innovating — offering innovative and original ideas that do not stem from existing processes, and discovering less evident models or 
original combinations .

8 Integrating — linking data into coherent information, identifying connections between pieces of information, generating alternatives and drawing 
balanced conclusions . 

5+1 Competency Model™ roundtable card sort
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step 3: r&d proFile 
development
using the competencies and psychometric 
assessment responses provided by our 
roundtable participants, hudson’s europe-
based research and development (r&d) 
team was able to develop an initial big 
data analyst personality profile . this 
was supplemented with additional insight 
gathered from the 12, 131-member 
research methods and analytics linkedin 
special interest group to develop the profile 
of work preferences exhibited by the ideal 
big data analyst .

step 4: r&d database analysis
once a final profile was developed, the r&d 
team ran diagnostic tests against hudson’s 
test group of 2,542 assessed professionals to 
identify whether people in certain functional 
specialisations were more likely than others 
to demonstrate those work preferences .

under normal circumstances, a hiring 
employer would seek candidate qualifications 
as a baseline . however, in a nascent but fast-
moving field such as big data this approach is 
unlikely to prove fruitful . instead, by mapping 
a range of functions against the five key work 
preferences identified for the big data analyst, 
hudson has identified other potential sources 
of talent which employers may tap .

candidates with backgrounds in it, sales, 
construction, marketing and engineering 

demonstrate the best match with respect to 
the work preferences for big data analysts . 

perhaps not surprisingly, it and informatics 
professionals led the field, ranking in the 
top three for all five work preferences . 
candidates in sales and business 
development ranked second, topping the 
list for their ability to steer communication 
and efficient data mining . these candidates 
performed less well, however, in terms of 
being innovative and solutions-driven or in 
their ability to accept limitations . 

production and construction professionals 
ranked first in focused working and second 
in accepting limitations . marketing/public 
relations and engineering/technical services 
staff also ranked highly as potential sources 
of the required work preferences . Simon Moylan

From left: Lance Orsmond and Martin Retschko
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innovative and  
solutions driven
proposes solutions, pays attention to 
improvements, applies new thought 
processes and ideas . innovative 
when looking for solutions . not overly 
optimistic — prepared to consider what 
may go wrong . aligns approach with 
client needs .

Ranking

1. informatics & it 

2. marketing, public relations

3. maintenance, technical services

4. production, construction, 
installation

5. r&d, Quality control

6. Finance, legal services

7. sales, business development

8. supply chain & logistics

9. hr, education, l&d

The following work preferences 
were identified as important  
for a big data analyst. 

They are accompanied by a ranking 
of the functions most closely 
aligned to these preferences. 

For example, a ranking of 1 for 
‘Steering Communication’ indicates 
that this professional group 
displays a much greater preference 
towards steering communication 
when compared with the group 
ranked in ninth position. 

steering  
communication
Questions needs and explains results 
of findings . acts as evangelist for the 
proposed approach .

Ranking

1. sales, business development

2. marketing, public relations

3. informatics & it

4. production, construction, 
installation

5. supply chain & logistics

6. hr, education, l&d

7. maintenance, technical services

8. Finance, legal services

9. r&d, Quality control

eFFicient data mining
uses a flexible plan and  
methodology to search for results  
and adapt according to strategic 
priorities . pragmatic .

Ranking

1. sales, business development

2. informatics & it

3. hr, education, l&d

4. marketing, public relations

5. supply chain & logistics

6. maintenance, technical services

7. production, construction, 
installation

8. Finance, legal services

9. r&d, Quality control

accepting limitations
a theoretical thinker able to  
examine available information 
critically . understands the reality and 
approximations inherent in big data .

Ranking

1. informatics & it

2. production, construction, 
installation

3. r&d, Quality control

4. maintenance, technical services

5. Finance, legal services

6. hr, education, l&d

7. marketing, public relations

8. supply chain & logistics

9. sales, business development

Focused working style
prefers to work alone, but consults 
and involves others as necessary .

Ranking

1. production, construction, 
installation

2. maintenance, technical services

3. informatics & it

4. marketing, public relations

5. Finance, legal services

6. sales, business development

7. r&d, Quality control

8. hr, education, l&d

9. supply chain & logistics

work preFerences & Function alignment 

24
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case study:  
seeking a big data analyst

analysis conclusions 
every organisation will have its own 
unique requirements and expectations of 
big data . accordingly, the competencies 
and work preferences sought will have a 
unique priority in each hiring enterprise . it 
is therefore important that when seeking 
big data skills, organisations apply a robust 
assessment framework and identify the: 

 | key requirements; 

 | role type to be hired; 

 | prioritised role competencies and work 
preferences . 

hudson’s analysis demonstrates that 
employers seeking to hire big data analysts 
would do well to start their search with 
candidates with it, sales, marketing and pr, 
construction or engineering backgrounds, 
and then carefully assess their competencies 
and work preference to assure a fit with the 
big data analysis function .

it will be difficult to find a single professional 
who possesses all the competencies 
and work preferences required in a role . 
employers therefore should prioritise based 
on what they most require . if steering 
communication is key, start with your sales 
professionals to identify personnel suitable 
for technical skills training that would allow 
them to transition into a big data analyst 
role . technical skills can be easily learned — 
competencies and work preferences cannot .

if you have selected a candidate with the 
right mix of behavioural traits and work 
preferences, then adding technical skills 
will not prove an overly difficult hurdle . 
identifying learning agility is also key .  
two people can have the same experiences, 
but one will learn a lot more than the other 
and be able to apply this learning to new 

situations . employers need to measure this 
learning agility to select candidates who 
respond quickly in new situations and learn 
these new techniques and methods . 

this methodology can also be harnessed 
by organisations to identify and measure 
gaps in any existing big data team, which 
can potentially be plugged either by hiring 
new personnel or providing professional 
development to key members of the team . 
the insights provided by the analysis can 
also be used for more effective workplace 
planning . For example, understanding that 
big data analysts prefer, and are probably 
more effective, when left to work alone might 
encourage employers to explore teleworking 
or other flexible work practice opportunities 
for key big data team personnel .

“i imagine this role as reQuiring something oF 
an artist and a scientist . people who are very 
creative might be slightly imperFect in the way 
they work in the organisation, but have the 
ability to make a major contribution .”  
paul baron — tourism victoria 
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conclusion

the winner takes it all
human capital plays a pivotal role in 
all enterprises in every sector . Finding 
the right skills for any role is a complex 
challenge, and in emerging areas, where 
there is an existing skills shortage and no 
clear pipeline to meet future demand, the 
challenge is magnified .

in terms of big data talent  — where a 
composite blend of competencies and 
personality is required — the challenge may 
seem particularly daunting . but this is one 
area where the benefits far outweigh the 
struggle to find and retain talent . 

big data has been described as an “equal 
opportunity disruption”: all enterprises have 
access to vast streams of data . those 
that choose to exploit that data, and do it 
well, can build a sustainable competitive 
advantage .

this is why four out of five australian 
enterprises have, or are planning to launch, 
a big data analytics initiative in the coming 
year, according to research released in 
july by technology analyst idc australia . 
its survey of more than 300 australian 
organisations conducted in march 2013 
revealed that one in three consider big data 
analytics to be either essential or critical  
to their organisation .12

while enterprises are convinced of the 
value inherent in big data, and most are 
seemingly keen to exploit it, very few are 

far progressed . idc found that only 3 per 
cent of organisations surveyed have a fully 
fledged big data initiative under way .

while there is clear executive enthusiasm for 
big data — and idc noted that this is being 
driven out of the lines of business rather 
than the technology department — there is 
less clarity about how to actually analyse big 
data . much apparent inertia can be sheeted 
home to organisations’ challenges in terms 
of finding skills — this is, after all, a growing 
field of endeavour .

as hudson’s research demonstrates, there 
is no single correct approach . there is, 
however, a smart approach .

we began with the quest to answer how 
we find people who can blend their deep 
technical expertise, business and analytical 
skills as well as their understanding of the 
market and the customer . 

effective big data analysis is a complex 
issue, requiring a multidisciplinary matrix 
of technical skills, domain understanding, 
competencies and personality traits . when 
hiring, most organisations will struggle to tick 
all the boxes for any individual candidate, 
and should therefore take a broader 
approach when building big data teams .

and, given that most organisations will 
not have the luxury of crafting a big data 
team from scratch, and may not secure 
full-time access to the skills required until 
the value proposition of big data has been 
demonstrated and measured, it may be 
necessary to redeploy existing skills from 
various sectors of the business, backfilling 
and augmenting the big data team’s 
competencies over time .

For those organisations which invest in big 
data analysis, and take the time to carefully 
find, hire and retain the right skills mix, the 
potential spoils are immense . the winner 
takes it all .

Evan Stubbs
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“Finding the right talent For any role is a complex 
science: relying on technical skills does not 
guarantee a good cultural Fit while sectoral 
experience doesn’t mean Future success. Finding 
the right skills and competencies in a previously 
uncharted and skill-short area such as big data  
is even more challenging.
 
as our research demonstrates there is no single 
correct approach to big data. there is, however, 
the smart approach.” 
mark steyn — hudson

Mark Steyn Dr Paul Bracewell
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delivering on  
big data’s promise
given big data’s promise of sustainable 
competitive advantage, many organisations 
are keen to explore how they can begin to 
exploit its potential . enterprises first need to 
decide whether to engage with big data and 
what to do with it . 

getting started

STEP 1: Strategic decision 
Senior executives or line of business 
managers need to make a strategic 
decision regarding big data analysis and 
utilisation. 

this high-level backing is essential to 
ensure proper investment in the resources 
required for a successful big data initiative . 
while the initial big data projects can, 
and possibly should, be tactical in nature, 
this strategic management backing is an 
essential first step .

STEP 2: Change management  
and program priority 
Appoint a change manager or 
consultant with big data and multi-
domain expertise to perform a swift 
organisational or line-of-business 
review, to identify opportunities along 
with the organisation’s ability to 
change the way it makes decisions. 

recommendations from this review should 
be provided to the executive team, either 
corporate or line-of-business .

recognising that, to succeed, big data will 
require significant operational change and 
process reform, executives should assign 
staff to work with the change manager 
or consultant to develop a commercially 
focused business case for initial big 
data forays . business cases can then be 
prioritised in hotspots such as marketing 
or operations, where big data analysis will 
deliver the most benefit .

STEP 3: Pilot projects 
Hire project managers to scope pilot 
projects and identify the expertise and 
resources required, particularly with 
regard to data analysis. 

careful consideration needs to be paid during 
the scoping phase as to how the success of 
the pilots will be measured and tracked .

talent management
having secured the all-important strategic 
backing of executives and managers, 
and scoped initial big data projects, 
organisations must also identify the range 
of competencies and work preferences 
they will require from the team to ensure 
the project succeeds . while this paper 
is focused on big data initiatives, the 
approach remains valid for any talent 
management requirement .

STEP 1: Role mapping and analysis 
Define the parameters and purpose of 
the role’s key responsibilities, and what 
lies outside the scope of the role. 

this will deliver strategic and operational 
alignment of the individual role and its 
expected outputs with the overarching 
business objectives, clarifying the task 
to be tackled . role profiling is essential, 
particularly for emerging roles, to establish 
parameters of expectation and delivery .

STEP 2: Competency profiling 
Determine what effective  
performance looks like by defining  
the competencies and work 
preferences required by the role. 

while skills and experience may establish 
a benchmark, outlining competencies and 
work preferences will help distinguish 
between someone who can do the job  
and a great performer who can add value  
to the organisation . 

recommendations

From left: Paul Baron and Dr George Margelis
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STEP 3: Evaluate candidates’ 
competencies and work preferences,  
in addition to technical skills 
To review candidate qualifications, 
use tools such as resume screening, 
background interviews, reference 
checks and citing transcripts. 

competency-based interviews, assessment 
centres able to harness simulation tools 
such as role plays and real-life scenarios, 
psychometric assessment approaches such 
as cognitive testing, motivational driver 
and emotional intelligence assessments 
are all recommended ways of assessing 
competency . evaluate learning agility 
by measuring candidates’ capacity and 
ability to learn, along with their openness 
to experiment and learn new things — an 
essential skill for big data analysts .

STEP 4: Selection process

Insights gleaned during the evaluation 
phase can be used to inform the 
candidate selection process. 

inevitably, not every search will identify 
a perfect candidate who ticks all the 
boxes, but the granular understanding 
gained during the evaluation phase can be 
harnessed to manage, motivate and develop 
your people .

whether managing this process internally 
or partnering with an external talent 
solutions provider, companies should:

 | ensure interviewers are trained, skilled 
and capable around competency-based 
interviews . the skill of the interviewer 
has a significant impact on the quality  
of the interview;

 | utilise assessment methodologies that 
are customised to the role being sought 
and as representative of the job tasks as 
possible; and

 | use reputable psychometric assessment 
tools that are valid and reliable, and 
trained and qualified psychologists 
skilled in interpreting the results in light 
of the specific role requirements .

STEP 5: Talent Management

Manage talent for maximum potential.

having established a role profile and 
identified the core competencies and 
work preferences required for a role, 
these parameters can be used to manage 
induction, on-boarding and training . they can 
also be applied to career and performance 
planning, performance management, 
employee development, and reward and 
recognition initiatives . this will ensure 
that the right person for the role is hired, 
successfully on-boarded, and continues to 
meet performance expectations .

“time and time again, hiring managers tell 
us they understand the importance oF 
understanding competencies and work 
preFerences . however, they don’t have the 
skills or tools to measure this inFormation  
and use it to make selection decisions .”  
simon moylan — hudson
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participant biographies
Facilitators

participants

dr george Margelis

General Manager Australia — Care Innovations

  george is a medical practitioner who has been at the 
forefront of technology in medicine for the last 30 years . 
working on projects in hospital and community care, 
he has remained a staunch supporter of participatory 
medicine, with a strong focus on building and improving 

communications between healthcare providers and consumers .

he played a major role in the development of yourdiagnosis .com, an online 
tool for health consumers to better understand their health issues, and 
yourhealthrecord .com a personal health record introduced in 2003 . today 
george is an active health policy blogger and coveted speaker for both local 
and international events .

Paul orMonde-JaMes

Head of Data, Insight Services Capability & 
Commercialisation — Australia Post

  From his early university days studying robotics and 
artificial intelligence, to a financial and strategy mba 
and a post-graduate law degree, paul has always put his 
passion for data and analytics to good use . he changes 

companies and industries every four years to seek the next challenge . 
currently he is australia post’s head of data insights capability and 
commercialisation, and his previous roles include head of global business 
intelligence for the world bank in washington dc and head of business 
intelligence bupa . paul’s quest is always about making money through 
understanding data for better decision-making .

dr Paul bracewell

General Manager, Insight & Innovation —  
Dun & Bradstreet Australia

  dr paul bracewell is an expert in applying advanced 
analytics techniques to solve real world problems . 

in his current role as general manager — insight 
& innovation at dun & bradstreet (d&b), paul is 

responsible for identifying and communicating new approaches for 
generating value from d&b’s extensive databases . most recently, this has 
included the design of d&b’s consumer Financial stress index and a real 
time application fraud score known as extreme credit risk (ecr) .

he was previously d&b’s head of analytics, overseeing a team of analysts 
to deliver analytically derived insights and solutions . paul moved into the 
analytics role in october 2009, when his company, offlode, was acquired by 
d&b . as offlode’s director of analytics, he worked extensively throughout 
australasia, solving complex business problems in the marketing, risk and 
fraud domains .

dr raMi Mukhtar

Big Data Analytics Project Leader — Ambiata, nICTA

  dr rami mukhtar is regarded as a thought leader 
and proven practitioner in big data implementation 
and strategies, personalisation for enterprise and 
the application of scalable machine learning to drive 
business growth . he regularly speaks at industry forums 

and corporate events and also hosts the big data analytics meeting group in 
sydney, which has some 1,000 members .

in 2009 rami joined nicta to pursue his passion for dynamic code 
translation and algorithm design, where he raised $1 .3 million of funding 
for the big data analytics project . the project combines techniques in 
dynamic code translation with nicta’s advanced machine learning research 
to provide a platform for scalable machine learning and big data analytics . 
it continues to repeatedly deliver business value to both australian and 
international enterprises .

siMon Moylan

Executive General Manager, Talent Management — 
Hudson Asia Pacific

  simon moylan is the executive general manager, talent 
management, across the asia pacific region . in this role 
simon is responsible for driving growth and profitability 
of hudson’s talent management business — which 

specialises in the selection, engagement, development and transition of 
people to maximise an organisation’s potential .

simon’s experience working with many leading organisations spans 
several facets of talent management, including: job design, competency 
management, identification of talent and high potential, leadership 
development and coaching programmes, senior management assessment 
centres and large scale organisational change projects including mergers 
and acquisitions . simon has a bachelor of science (behav) (honours) in 
psychology from monash university and is a registered psychologist .

evan stubbs

Chief Analytics Officer — SAS Australia

evan is a globally recognised thought leader and expert 
in the application of business analytics . he currently 
leads sas australia’s advisory business, a group 
focused on transforming organisations into analytical 
competitors . with sas, evan helps organisations 

achieve best practice in business analytics, establishes centres of 
excellence and drives economic returns from the application of business 
analytics . his clients span many sectors including financial services, public 
sector, telecommunications, manufacturing and retail . prior to sas, he 
held roles driving innovation at general motors, advising on enterprise 
architecture within deloitte, and providing guidance on public policy and 
business models within kpmg .

evan authored The Value of Business Analytics and Delivering Business 
Analytics: Practical Best Practice Guidelines, both published by wiley press . 
his third book is tentatively titled Big Data, Big Innovation and is targeted for 
release in march 2014 .
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lance orsMond

Founder & Managing Director — Mobillytics

  lance is a seasoned business intelligence professional 
with broad cross-industry and international 
transformational experience . he is highly practised in 
business intelligence, thought leadership, program/
architecture formulation, strategy and execution of 

transformations with major international brands including coca-cola, amp, 
the economist, lucent technologies and vodafone .

lance’s specialties include business intelligence strategic transformation, 
thought leadership and innovation, executive and cross-functional influences, 
business intelligence mobility and enterprise and customer analytics .

Paul baron

Group Manager Online Marketing — Tourism Victoria

paul baron is group manager online marketing at 
tourism victoria . he has worked in project management, 
consulting and it roles in companies that include bp, 
mercury uk, telstra and the victorian department of 
infrastructure . 

paul is on the board of the international Federation for it travel and tourism 
(iFitt) and president of iFitt’s australasian chapter . he sits on the steering 
committee establishing melbourne’s top level domain name and on la trobe 
university’s marketing, tourism and hospitality advisory committee . paul 
regularly speaks at conferences in australia, asia and europe on the use of 
digital technology in travel and destination marketing and also established 
the victorian government’s first social media manager and social media 
community manager roles .

Paul burns

Marketing Consultant

  paul is an experienced marketer who has held senior 
leadership positions in major telecommunication 
providers operating throughout the uk, europe and 
australia . he is experienced in all facets of marketing, 
including strategy and planning, acquisition, lifecycle 

management, retention and product development . 

paul has extensive experience in managing market-leading product portfolios, 
and existing customer relationships in excess of 10 million customers .

Professor dineli Mather

Head, School of Information & Business Analytics —  
Deakin University

  professor dineli mather’s academic background is 
in operations research/management science and 
her research interests are in business modelling and 
decision analytics . 

dineli has more than 15 years’ experience in academia and is a strong advocate 
of collaborative programs between universities and industry . she has played a 
key role in the introduction of deakin’s new business analytics course, which is 
designed, developed and delivered in partnership with industry .

roMesh lokuge

General Manager, Business Intelligence — nRMA 
Motoring & Services

romesh lokuge is the general manager for group 
business intelligence at nrma motoring & services . 
with a professional accounting background, romesh has 
spent more than 10 years in roles in strategy, business 

planning, risk and commercial management across the nrma group . 

romesh has global experience in the manufacturing, travel and service 
industries . he commenced his career at kpmg sri lanka, and worked for one 
of sri lanka’s largest conglomerates, the hayleys group . in 2002, romesh’s 
family moved to australia . he is interested in international affairs, aviation 
and cricket and is an alumni of agsm’s executive mba program . romesh has 
recently developed a keen interest in big data and its application in business . 

Mark steyn

Chief Executive Officer — Hudson Asia Pacific

  in his 20-plus year career, mark has lived and worked in 
australia, canada, the uk, usa, thailand and hong kong . 

starting his career with andersen consulting, he then 
joined booz&co where he spent eight years consulting 
to international blue chip companies . mark moved into 

the corporate world in 2001, becoming a group executive in nab’s office 
of the ceo . he went on to become nab’s general manager, operations, 
australia and new Zealand before relocating to hong kong where he 
headed retail & private banking in asia . prior to hudson, mark spent 
two years establishing reveal group, a global business consulting firm 
specialising in operations and technology .

Martin retschko

Client Services Director — Hudson Australia

martin is currently client services director responsible for 
client services, account management and sales for many 
of hudson’s key clients in australia . key to martin’s role 
is ensuring hudson services are closely aligned to our 
client’s recruitment and talent management strategies . 

prior to his current role, martin consulted and led teams delivering 
recruitment services across all industry sectors and represented 
hudson’s market activity in the technology sector in australia . martin has 
undergraduate and post graduate qualifications in marketing, international 
business, accounting and management .

Michael hendricks

Recently Group Manager, Marketing & Business 
Insights — Sensis, part of Telstra Media Group

michael has a deep background in analytics, database 
marketing, risk management and marketing strategy . 

in his previous role at sensis, michael’s key focus was 
to build competitive advantage through analytics and 

insights as the business transforms from print to digital . accountability 
included customer analytics, market research, market and competitor 
intelligence, marketing database and campaign management support . 
prior to this role, michael headed citibank’s decision management in asia 
pacific, with responsibility for analytics and customer strategy teams in 13 
markets across asia pacific . he was a member of citibank’s global decision 
management operating committee and the australian consumer bank 
management committee .
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